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Introduction 
• A novel method that introduces the notion of dynamics into 

traditional environment models meant for static scenes 
• Represents the probabilities of binary environment states by the 

most prominent components of their frequency spectra 
• Improves robotic mapping [1], localization [2], planning [3,4], 

allows spatio-temporal exploration [5,6] of changing environments 

The research leading to these results has 
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Motivation 
• Traditional robotic mapping assumes that uncertainty originates 

from sensor noise and filters out conflicting measurements 
• Instead of treating conflicting observations as outliers, we can use 

them to learn about the nature of environmental changes 
• Explicit modelling of the changes improves mobile robots’ ability to 

operate reliably for long periods of time [7,8] 

X 
• Observations of a feature’s visibility (centre) are transferred to the 

spectral domain (left). The most prominent spectral components 
(left) are selected and transferred back to the time domain (center) 

• This equation represents the probability of the feature’s visibility 
over time (centre, right), and can predict its appearance (right) 

• This allows to obtain time-specific feature maps for visual 
topological  localization, improving long-term autonomy [2] 

FreMEn for visual localization 

X 

Frequency Map Enhancement 
• Can identify reoccurring patterns from long-term observations  and 

use them to predict the future environment states [1] 
• Based on non-uniform Fourier transform techniques 
• Applies to any environment model comprised of binary states 
• The uncertainty of a state is modelled as a probability in time: 

 
                                                                                                      (1) 

 
• The parameters of Equation (1) can be obtained from observations 

of the state  𝑠 at times 𝑡𝑘 by a non-uniform Fourier transform: 
 

   (2) 

• Example: week-long observation  of an office door 

Spatio-temporal 4D mapping 
• Being able to localize itself, an autonomous mobile robot could 

create a 4D (3D+time) representation of a small office 
• It used a FreMEn-based spatio-temporal entropy model  to decide 

when and where to capture 3D data and observe human activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After 2 days of autonomous 
data collection, the robot could 
identify which areas  of the 
environment are static (green) 
and which vary periodically 
(red) [5,6]. Thus, the robot was 
able to predict the future 
environment changes. 

Temporal path and task planning 

• The robot can also predict 
which areas will be 
blocked and plan its path 
to avoid them [3] 

• For example, the robot 
can locate people faster  
by predicting their likely 
position at a given time [4] 

• Prediction of  environment changes 
improves long-term planning  


